PADI Open Water Course
At TL Sea Diving, we consider diver education to be extremely important, as the better one
is trained, the safer and more competent diver they will be.

We originally started our

company for those students who needed a little more time and care; we didn't want to be
restricted providing it to help them become successful and realize their potential. In short,
we wanted to give all of our students "TLC".
We instill not only competence in our friends, but confidence. We also lower the ratios in all
our training courses in order to provide the maximum degree of care and control to ensure
safety and fun. We want our students to continue to dive, succeed, and enjoy one of the
most fantastic and relaxing sports on the planet. We know that if you get into this sport, it
will undoubtedly, "Change Your Life"!

FREE Drysuit Offer!
As comfort and relaxation are synonymous with diving, we also offer all students the option of
using a DUI Drysuit & comfortable, thermal “jammies” for all pool and open water
training. The student is assigned their own Divemaster or Instructor for all water training in
order to show them how to properly use the drysuit. The additional charge of $100 ensures
they will be diving in the best drysuit in the world and will be warm. We feel it's important to
train all of our divers in a way that benefits learning; this does just that! Should the student
elect to purchase a DUI within 90 days of course completion, the $100 is deducted from the
purchase price. It's like using a drysuit for FREE! This program has been extremely popular,
and we encourage everyone to do this for comfort and peace of mind.
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Training Options
Two Week Open Water Course
Conducted during 3 nights each week over a 2 week
period with four open water training dives on the final
weekend. This course offers very thorough, detailed
training and includes 3 academic sessions, 3 pool
dives, and 4 open water dives. A great deal of time is
spent

viewing

videos,

conducting

classroom

discussions and pool skill development. This course is
ideal for anyone, particularly those who desire more
evenings of classroom and pool dives.

Semi-Private Weekend Open Water Course
Conducted over 2 weekends, this option offers training without sacrificing your weeknights.
We conduct one classroom session during the first Saturday and all pool dives on the first
Sunday. The next weekend is reserved for your open water dives – 2 each on both Saturday
and Sunday and then you’re certified! This course is for those who are busy during the week
and would prefer to have expedited training.
This course is designed for those who are busy during the week and would prefer to have
expedited training. Semi-Private means we limit enrollment so we can devote the maximum
time and energy to ensure you are well-trained and safe despite the accelerated schedule.
We encourage anyone who enrolls in this option to be familiar and prepared with their
classroom materials.

E-Learning
PADI started this option to enable you to train anytime, 24/7, 365 and avoid the formal
classroom, altogether.

As an “E-learner” you will click the link below and go to PADI’s

website to view all videos and updated information in order to complete all knowledge
segments, quizzes & exams – all on your own schedule, anytime you desire!

Once you’ve

finished these, print out the required documents and bring them to the Dive Center. We’ll run
you through a simple, one-page assessment and you’ll be on our way to your pool dives. This
option is designed to give you more time in the pool, where you will learn the most!
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Warm Water Certification Course
This option includes all academic sessions and pool dives with one twist:
beautiful warm water destination to complete your training!

we travel to a

This option has become very

popular, particularly since TL Sea travels to such incredible tropical destinations! You end up
doing your open water dives in the “giant pool” of the warm ocean in addition to being on one
of our amazing adventures and enjoying all of the fun top-side!
You begin by enrolling in one of our OPEN WATER
COURSE options to complete your classroom and pool
training. Then, we're off to sand, sun and fun! You will
complete your Open Water Dives at a fantastic warm
water location!

This course has been successful for

those who intend on diving only in warm water or who
are planning a trip, but don't want to waste their
vacation studying or taking class.

While we'll continue

to work on getting you in the water here in the Northwest, you have another option for
becoming a diver!

Women Only Open Water Course
TL SEA has finally done it! We've opened up a class for WOMEN ONLY. This OPEN WATER
COURSE is exclusively for women who have always wanted to learn to scuba dive, without
having any men around (especially in the POOL)!
Our team of female Instructors, Assistants and Divemasters will create a learning
environment that is safe, comfortable and fun! Conducted in a semi-private venue, this twoweek experience will enable you to train at your own pace with Instructors who truly
understand special needs and concerns.
Our Women Only Course offers the same equipment and rental packages as our other Open
Water Courses, but with a distinct level of care, professionalism and privacy one would expect
to receive. We are certain you will be pleased with the high degree of personal attention we
will give you!
Drysuits are also available for this course to ensure you will be warm & comfortable - offering
you the most positive experience possible!
Since TL SEA is the only diving company in the area to offer such a wonderful opportunity,
now is your chance to finally get your open water certification and experience the underwater
world!
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Private Open Water Course
This course is designed exclusively around your schedule, offering the highest degree of
personal care and attention.

For the busy person with a desire to dive, no longer shall

you be restricted to every one else’s schedule – we cater to when you are available! While
specific progress must be made during the training sessions, the individual attention
provided the Student in this training environment remains unparalleled; you learn at your
own pace while developing a sense of comfort and mastery with each skill presented.
Our Private Open Water Course includes absolutely everything you need to complete your
training in first-class fashion. Either CD-ROM or E-Learning may be applied toward your
classroom material package which also includes the Recreational Dive Planner (Table
Version),

logbook

and,

once

the

course

is

completed, a PADI Open Water Certification.
As this is such a specialized course, we also include
our Platinum Equipment Rental Package which
features training and use of a Drysuit (with
undergarments) for all pool and Open Water Dives.
Should you have others who are also interested in
our Private Course option, you are welcome to take
the course together, providing it is your decision as we don’t want to detract from your
experience.
We know you will appreciate the professionalism and comprehensive training you will
receive from our Staff.
Please contact the Dive Center for further details or to schedule training.
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